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Abstract
Since the late 70's, several research and development projects deal with future
Power-by-Wire-technology for aircraft ight control systems, aiming to reduce the
overall system weight, as well as installation and maintenance e ort. The design of
appropriate electrically powered actuators still is a key technology.
An overview about typical functional and performance requirements on primary
ight control actuators is given. With electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHAs), based
on an electric motor driven pump directly connected to a hydro-cylinder, safety
functions can be realized with low e ort by means of small valves. The two basic EHA
principles are considered here: the EHA-SM, having a constant displacement pump
driven by a speed controlled, electronically commutated brushless DC motor, and
the EHA-SP, with an electrically controlled servopump driven by an uncontrolled
AC induction motor.
A rating method for these EHA-types is proposed to design components very
close to the actual requirements, aiming at weight saving solutions. Using characteristic motor torque-speed curves as well as pump performance maps, partly leads
to iterative solutions due to interdependencies between the components.
Weight and typical dimension envelope estimates were developed as functions of
the performance/design values calculated before. Finally, nonlinear dynamic simulation models are set up, thus completing a little 'toolbox' helping the ight control
actuation developer, particularly { but not exceptionally { during early project
stages.

Keywords: Electrohydrostatic Actuator (EHA), Electrical Actuation, Power by
Wire, Flight Control System, Aircraft System
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1 Introduction
The control surfaces of today's large aeroplanes are hydraulically actuated [16]. With
recent aircraft developments (e.g. Airbus A320, A330/A340, Boeing B777) most
of these actuators are electrically signalled ('Fly-by-Wire '-technology), superseding
the mechanical cable control. Due to the speci ed high reliability, there are 3 to 4
redundant hydraulic networks to supply the actuators. Installation and maintenance
of such aircraft-wide hydraulic systems is expensive, and their weight contributes to
most of the system related fuel consumption [17]. Several research and development
activities [7, 15, 4] consider system and component solutions to replace hydraulic by
electric power transmission (Power-by-Wire ), aiming at reducing the overall system
weight, increasing power eciency (which can also save component weight) and
reducing complexity.
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Figure 1: Types of actuators in today's and for future 'Fly-by-Wire'-aircraft
Figure 1 shows the basic principles of ight control actuators. Most common in
'conventional' FbW-aircraft are the servovalve-controlled linear cylinders (1a) and
high speed rotary motors (1b) driving a reduction gear. To operate the horizontal
stabilizer surface (THS) or high-lift devices, also secondary controlled hydraulic
motors (1c) are under consideration [6].
Many PbW-approaches consider electromechanical actuators (EMAs), mainly
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consisting of 1 or 2 position controlled high speed electric motors with reduction
gear to a rotary (4b) or linear (4a) output, and electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHAs),
based on an electric motor driven pump directly connected to a hydro-cylinder or
-motor. The two basic EHA-principles are the

EHA-SM: having a constant displacement pump driven by a speed controlled

brushless electric motor (e.g. rare earth permanent magnet or switch reluctance
type), (2a), and the
EHA-SP: with an electro-hydraulically (3a) or electro-mechanically (3b)1 actuated
servopump driven by a simple uncontrolled brushless electric motor { preferably an AC induction motor, which can be directly connected to the typical
115VAC-3-phase supply.
Two intermediate approaches towards omitting a single hydraulic system are the
EBHA (2c) [1], and a BPM for conventional hydraulic actuators (3c) [13]. Both
consist of an EHS, powered by central hydraulics, and an electric motor pump operating after the main hydraulic failed. While the EBHA in back-up mode works just
like the EHA-SM, thus needs an extra power electronics and control box, the BPM
consists of a hydromechanically pressure controlled servopump with load sensing
function.

2 Actuator Requirements

Functional Requirements Due to Safety Aspects

Due to high reliability constraints for ight control systems, mainly stated in [8],
several safety functions are to be provided by the actuators. Critical surfaces (e.g.
ailerons, elevators, rudders) are driven by two or three actuators, each powered by an
independent hydraulic or electric distribution network. These can be operated alternatively (active/standby-mode ) or simultaneously (active/active-mode ). Any failure
of the neighbour actuators must not lead to a loss of control of the movable surface
with the remaining operable actuator, with a given probability. To minimize a ection among the actuators of the same surface, functions such as bypass, movement
damping and load limiting have to be provided. If actuators drive the surface simultaneously, load sensing and compensation means are useful to avoid design for force
ght related overload.
With EHAs, these functions can easily be integrated hydro-mechanically by means
of small valves { in contrast to EMAs, which often need a voluminous and therefore
heavy cludge and/or brake.
Fig. 2 shows typical hydraulic circuit diagrams for EHA-SM and EHA-SP, providing the main functions in an active/bypass architecture.

Stationary and Dynamic Requirements

The e ective load/speed operating envelope of the actuator is derived from the
load pro le of the control surface, taking into account the geometric arrangement
1

Also named Integrated Actuator Package, IAP, in contrast to the EHA-SM, often called EHA.
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Figure 2: Typical hydraulic circuit diagrams of EHAs
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Figure 3: Geometric arrangement of redundant actuators; resulting operating envelope de ned by 3 characteristic points
(x = f (); mred = f ()) and force- ghting or damping (e.g. Fpar = kby  x_ 2) by
redundant actuators, as sketched in Fig. 3 a). Eventually, cylinder- and linkagefriction as well as acceleration margins have to be considered.
Mostly, the e ective stationary actuator requirements can be described by 3 characteristic operating points, see Fig. 3 b):

OP0: the stall load Fstall =: F0,
OP1: the max. mechanical power Pmech;max = max(F  x_ ) to be provided by the
actuator, with the load F1 (incl. friction) and speed x_ 1, and

OP2: the max. speed with (max.) corresponding load, (x_ 2 , F2), or no load.
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Figure 4: Example requirements on a) Step Response, b) Frequency Response
A band for the command step response can specify the positioning quality. The
rise time, overshoot, settling time and steady state error are easily measurable, see
Fig. 4 a). Taking account of the various nonlinearities2 of the actuator-mass-loadsystem, [2] proposes tests with command step sizes of 5%, 10% and 25% of half
the stop-to-stop stroke, both unloaded (often the more critical case) and with 'real'
external loads.
The frequency transfer behavior is speci ed by limits in a Bode-plot, see Fig. 4 b).
The lower hsi ; hmi ; hli and upper hui bounds are partly determined by the required
maximum command frequency, which depends on the control surface con guration
and the single surface e ectiveness to certain maneuvers. By demanding a certain
decrease of gain with increasing frequency f > fK > f?3dB , the excitation of structural vibrations can be suppressed [5]. This upper boundary is valid for all possible
command amplitudes.
w^ < 1%), i.e. noise signals and static friction
With very small commands (e.g. xmax
may a ect the measurement, thus requiring a wider lower boundary hsi as for usual
w^  5%. As soon as controller outputs or
(still small) signals hmi, with e.g. 2%  xmax
other system states are reaching inherent limitations, the actuator is damped more,
thus the lower range for large signals hli has to be wider again.
The higher the desired maximum command frequency or bandwidth f?3dB , and
the closer the rst structural eigenfrequency fstruct;min, the smaller the margin fK ?
f?3dB > 0 can be chosen, and the steeper the gain decrease has to be. With the
usual poor inherent damping of EHS or EHA with proportional controller (damping
coecient H < 0:2), such target boundaries can be hard to ful ll without any
additional damping device such as a parallel passive actuator with bypass ori ce
engaged. Future very large aircraft often demand increased actuation bandwidths for
maneuver load alleviation or active utter suppression, thus even requiring enhanced
controller structures [12].
Due to e.g. variation of the e ective lever arm and the uid chambers, friction, etc., step and
frequency response depend on the commanded step size and amplitude, respectively.
2
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3 Design to Stationary Needs
The rst parts to be rated are the cylinder, pump and electric motor.
The elements and the weight/volume of the valve block are fairly xed by the
actuator's functions (determined by the ight control actuation architecture) and
the required max. ow QL;max = AZ x_ max.
The thermal economy of the actuator is sizing the accumulator/reservoir. If the
load cycles require short term peak power only, with a sucient time for cooling
down, the heat capacity of the reservoir and the actuator casing incl. hydraulic uid
can be used to minimize it's size.
The required e ective piston area AZ is determined by the max. pump pressure
pmax (limited by the overpressure valves) and the stall load Fstall  F0:
AZ = Fpstall .
max
Mostly, the maximum pump displacement Vg;max is either given by OP 2 or OP 1:
(1)
Vg;max = max(Vg;1;2) = max n  (AnZ ; x_p1;2 ; V ) .
1;2 vol 1;2 L1;2 g1;2
A rst guess assumes, OP 2 will be relevant, with the motor speed n2 close to nmax
and the volumetric eciency
vol (nmax; pL ! 0; Vg;max) := VQeff
:
g n
If the speed x_ 1 is close to x_ max  x_ 2, Vg;max may be determined by OP 1 , due to
higher ow losses at the corresponding di erential pressure pL1. In both cases, good
assumptions on nmot have to be found step by step including rating of the motor,
due to the interdependancy between the available torque Mmot;lim(n) and speed
nmot. The required stationary torque MP;eff depends on the overall pump eciency
P := vol  hm:
! Mmot;lim(n)
pL
Vg 
F  x_
 =

: (2)
MP;eff =

~g )
n ; pL ; Vg
2

S

(~
n
;
p
~
;
V
mot
hm
L
2n  P nmax
pL;max Vg;max




Aiming to design compact actuators just strong enough to ful l the needs, safety
factors Smot := MMmot;chosen
mot;requ  1 can be chosen close to one, if the operating envelope
incl. desired acceleration margins is well known. For duty cycles requiring maximum
motor power for short periods only, one can use appropriate peak power characteristic curves, often provided for di erent levels of intermittent operation, instead of
those for (low) continuous power.

3.1 Rating the AC Induction Motor with Servopump

The stationary behavior of induction motors is given by a strong interdependence
n < s , with the
between motor torque MAC < Mkipp and slip sAC := 1 ? nsyn
kipp
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Figure 5: Typical normalized torque-speed- and shaftpower-speed-characteristics of
AC induction motors (Peck := Mkipp  2  nsyn )
synchronous speed nsyn = fnet
p selected with the pairs of poles, p. Fig. 5 shows a
typical, measured stationary torque-speed curve, normalized to the break-out torque
Mkipp and nsyn , and it's approximate calculated by the Kloss-formula for the stable
bounds 0  MAC;stat < Mkipp, 0  s < skipp:
2
Mkloss =
:
s
Mkipp skipp + skipp
s
For more accurate sizing close to the motor capabilities, it is suggested to use real
characteristic, normalized M~ AC;stat (~nAC ) or n~AC (M~ AC;stat) curves covering a motor
series of the same break-out slip skipp.
One can nd, that the max. available shaft power PAC;max = MAC;stat  2  nAC
for motor series with skipp  0:3 is achieved with torques above 90% of Mkipp. To
cover uncertainties of the motor behavior, M90 := 0:9 Mkipp shall be the 'ultimate'
design load (with corresponding speed n90), possibly reduced by a safety factor SAC
according to the certainty and the types of duty cycles. If high power is required for
a long period, choosing SAC ! 1:5 ... 2 can decrease the problem of overheating,
resulting in a larger motor working at higher eciency with increased cooling surface.
The required motor size, Mkipp , with nsyn within the limits according to the pump
size, can now be tested for OP 1 with eq. (2), n1 = n90, and
n ; pL;2 ; V =V
Vg;1  nsyn  x_ 1  vol ( nsyn
syn pL;max g g;max = 1)
:
90 ; pL;1 ; V =V
Vg;max
n90 x_ 2 vol ( nnsyn
pL;max g g;max  x_ 1 =x_ max)
1
.
(3)
Mkipp;1;min = SAC MP;eff;
0:9
OP 2 is also a sizing candidate, with inserting Vg = Vg;max into eq. (2), but the
corresponding [n2; P;2(n2; pL;2; Vg;max)] can only be iterated, starting with
(n2;1st = n90) ) P;2;1st(n90) ) MAC;2;1st ) (n2;2nd = nAC (MAC;2;1st )) ...etc. (4)
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The maximum of the resulting Mkipp;2;min from iteration (4), and Eq. (3) determines
Mkipp. The pump size is now given by Eq. (1).
Holding the stall load F0 is not relevant for the EHA-SP motor, as the pump only
'delivers' it's inherent leakage3 Qverl;stall by adjusting to a small Vg displacement:

Vg  n0 = Qverl;stall  KLin  nstall + KLp  pL;max :

3.2 Rating the DC Motor with Pump

In contrast to the AC induction motor, we consider two very di erent torque-speedcurves for continuous hci and short-term hpi load cycles with the DC motor. Without
knowing inner motor design values, real characteristic curves cannot be scaled that
accurate as with AC motors, so one can only approximate a small sector of motor
series at once. MDC (nDC )-curves for di erent load cycles can be normalized to the
maximum continuous holding torque MDC;max;c and the max. speed nDC;max due to
mutual induction, see Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Example max-torque - speed curves of brushless DC motors
For simplicity, the peak curve hpi can be approximated by a linear (n < nK;p)
and a parabolic segment, while the continuous curve hci often can be described by
a single parabolic segment.
The aim is to nd the smallest possible motor suitable for all three characteristic
operating points:

(1,2) Considering OP 1 and OP 2 it is wise to nd a combination (MDC max;p,
nDC;max) with both OP being close to the hci- or hpi-curve, respectively, requiring a minimum PDC;max (or MDC;max;p), instead of trying n2 ! nDC;max :
Beginning with a chosen nDC;n1max and the assumption nn12  xx__ 12 (i.e. neglecting di erent vol at rst), one can iterate along the

MDC
nDC
MDC max;p ( nDC;max )-curve

Operating towards a lower edge of the vol -, hm -curves, the power loss model has to be
exchanged, e.g. by a leakage model Qleak = f(n; pL ; Vg ), to avoid problems with Vlim
!0 vol = 0 .
3

g
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to nd combinations of [M1(n1; P;1); M2(n2; P;2)] with minimum DC motor
power. Taking the new nDC;n1max or nDC;n2max , the iteration restarts with corrected
volumetric eciencies:


pL;1
n1;old
;

n2  x_ 2  vol  nDC;max pL;max  :
n1 new x_ 1 vol n n2;old ; ppL;2
DC;max L;max
The pump size nally is given by Eq. (1).
(0) As the EHA-SM has a constant delivery pump, holding a stall load means to
provide a high torque
MDC;0 = 2Vg pL;max   (n ;1 p )
hm 0 L;max
at very low speed, just as much to compensate the pressure related leakage
Vg  n0 = Qverl;0  KLin  n0 + KLp  pL;max :
MDC;0 is of relevant quantity andn therefore cannot
be omitted as with the
DC;0 and  ( nDC;0 ; p
EHA-SP. It can be iterated via nDC;
hm nDC;max L;max) according to
max
the M~ DC (~nDC )-curve.
The DC motor size MDC;max;peak (or MDC;max;cont, resp.) to be chosen is the maximum of results (0) and (1,2), multiplied by SDC .

3.3 Accumulator Size

Together with the motor/pump subassembly, the accumulator casing surface also
has to transfer a considerable part of the power losses by means of thermo conducting and radiation, described by an average heat transfer coecient  . If considering
the heat storing capacity cf;EHA of the EHA, the maximum amount of dissipated
energy Eloss;max, Eq. (5), has to be calculated from expected duty cycles, with the
power losses during corresponding operating times Top;i. We assume, that a fraction
loss < 1 of the max. energy transferred to the environment is awarded to the accumulator, while the average actuator temperature #EHA shall rise linearly from the
max. environmental temperature #env;max to the max. allowable uid temperature
#fluid;max during Top . Thus, the heat economy equation (6) for the overall actuator yields to an e ective accumulator cooling surface4, Eq. (7), with the worst case
temperature di erence #min = #fluid;max ? #env;max:
Eloss;max = max

Z

0

Top;i

(Pmot;i ? Fi x_ i) dt



i=operating points

# Top
Eloss;max = EHA AEHA min
+ cf;EHA mEHA #min
2
 mEHA  #min] .
AAcc  2 loss [Eloss;max ? cf;EHA
#min  Top
Acc

(5)
(6)
(7)

This is the enveloping surface of e.g. a cylinder with cooling plates. The sum of the accumulator
uid and gas volume is smaller than by calculations from that surface.
4
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4 Estimating EHA Weight and Dimensions
Weight

Applying statistical analysis is the way to estimate component weight as a function of appropriate performance and pre-design values. The following table proposes
regression functions [14].
Component
Parameters
Wet Weight Estimate
Cylinder with
stroke volume AZ (xmax ? xmin) m
^ Zyl = k0 + k1 VH + k2 nV
5
valve block
=: VH , # nV of valves
Axial piston pump geometric displacement Vg;max m
^ axP = k0 +
k 1 Vg i
h
k1
AC / DC motor
max. cont. power Pmot;cont
m^ mot = k0 Pnmot;cont
mot;max
sync./max. speed nmot;max
Accumulator
surface AAcc , uid volume VAcc m
^ Acc = k0 + k1 AAcc + k2 VAcc
Power electronics max. cont. power PDC;cont
m^ PWM = k0 + k1 PDC;cont

Envelope Dimensions

For a rst guess of the EHA envelope, we assume that motor and pump are
arranged on the same axis, parallel to the cylinder. The accumulator can be mounted
on the opposite side of the cylinder. Most likely in aircraft applications, the actuator
height h and length l will be limited rather than the width b. The approximate height
will be the maximum of the diameters of motor dmot, pump dP , cylinder dZyl and
accumulator dAcc . In most cases, dZyl will be the smallest diameter; otherwise a
margin for piping is necessary.
While cylinder and pump dimensions d; l are fairly xed, the motor can be varied
as a function of it's nominal torque, within some dlmot
mot limits. The accumulator is only
l
Acc
xed by volume, within a range of dAcc ratio. Sizing steps should be (with increasing
strictness): rst not to exceed lZyl , second: choosing the max. allowable height hlim,
third: choosing llim.
Component dimensions as functions of characteristic values, as proposed in the
table below, were estimated statistically [18]. The size of the power electronics is
often determined by it's cooling surface, thus the same considerations apply as with
the accumulator, but for a cuboid.
Component
Parameters
Dimension Estimate
Cylinder
piston diameter dZ ,
hZyl  k0 + k1 dZ2
Z
stop-to-stop stroke
bZyl  k2 + k3 hdZyl
xmax ? xmin
lZyl  k4 +pk5 (xmax ? xmin)
Axial piston pump geometric displacement Vg max,
lP  k0q 32 3 1 + k1 Vg
typical plAP P =: P , AP = bP  hP dP  2 AP = p2 lPP
AC induction /
nominal torque
Vmot = 4 d2mot lmot
P
k1
mot;cont
brushless DC motor Mmot;nom := nmot;max
Vmot  k0 Mmot;nom
5

Number of valves sized for the max. ow; depends on safety functions and redundancy concept.
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5 Nonlinear Modelling of the Dynamic Behavior

Figure 7: Schematic EHA models
Dynamic simulation models of the EHAs can be set up regarding the motor driving
the pump with a cylinder in a closed hydraulic circuit only. Overpressure valves are
considered by a pump pressure limit. The additional volume of the reservoir, being
fed by the leakage ow of the pump, is omitted in the dynamic simulation, assuming
it's in uence is negligible due to the check valves. Fig. 7 shows the resulting model
sketch.
Most 'classical', servovalve controlled Fly-by-Wire -actuators have a proportional
closed-loop controller. For comparison, the EHA position shall be P-controlled in
this example as well.

5.1 Cylinder
A model [11] of a synchronizing cylinder is used in Fig. 7, to be connected with the
e ective mass mZ . The in- and outgoing ow QL := (QA + QB ) =2 of the chambers
A and B; respectively, and the external load force FZ are inputs. Outgoing are the
di erential pressure pL := pA ? pB , limited to the overpressure level pL max, the piston
position x and it's derivatives x;_ x, described by:

CH (x) p_L = QL ? AZ x_
mZ x = AZ pL ? dZ x_ ? (FZ + FZ;fric  sign(x_ )) :
The simpli ed friction model consists of a Coulomb part FZ;fric, also for static
friction, and the viscous part dZ  x_ . Movement and acceleration are only possible,
if the e ective force exceeds the friction:

x_ = 0 = x; if jpL AZ ? FZ j  FZ;fric + dZ  jx_ j :
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Of course, the stroke limits xmin  x  xmax also have to be considered:

x;_ x  0 if x = xmax ,
x;_ x  0 if x = xmin .

(8)

The resulting hydraulic capacity CH (x) of the uid volumes VA;B , incl. piping and
dead volume, varies with the cylinder position:
CH (x) = K1  VVA+ VVB

A
B 
Ol

j
x
j
+
VA;B (x) = AZ jx min j ? xx + Vtot;Z + Vpipe + Vg + Vtot;P :
max

5.2 Pump

The pump model [3] can be considered as a 'connecting' element between motor
and cylinder, with the inputs geometric displacement volume Vg , angular velocity '_
and pressure pL . The outputs are the ow QL, Eq. (9), and the required ideal static
torque MP;stat, Eq. (11). The pressure dynamics are described with the cylinder
model's oscillating volumes, while pump inertia and torque friction are awarded to
the motor dynamics.
 ) '=
_ (2) ? KLp pL
QL = Vg (1 ? KLin

Qleak (pL ; n; Vg )  Vg KLin n + KLp pL
MP;stat :=
Vg pL = (2) :

(9)
(10)
(11)

A major diculty of generalizing pump delivery behavior Qeff (pL ; n; Vg ) := Vg n?
Qleak = QL is the choice of the leakage model. Eq. (9) contains a linearized model
 for speed related inner leakage, and KLp to summarize
(10) with coecients KLin
the pressure related leakage.
The piston position x (position command w) of the EHA-SP shall be P-controlled
for evaluation purposes. The servopump displacement can be adjusted electromechanically or by a servovalve-cylinder. Both solutions approximated by a PT1element { with it's own position loop closed by a P-controller { results in PT2behavior:
2 V = !2 V
2
Vg + 2 stell !stell V_g + !stell
g
stell g;soll = !stell KVg (w ? x) :
Of course, the same limitations ?Vg;max  Vg  Vg;max apply as with the main
cylinder, Eq. (8). Additionally, the regulating speed is limited:
?V_g;max  V_g  V_g;max :

5.3 DC-Motor

In order to achieve both, a high mechanical reliability and a good torque-to-weight
ratio, brushless drives of the rare-earth permanent magnet type (e.g. Sm-Co) are
today's common candidates. The behavior of such electronically commutated motors
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can be described just the same way as of conventional voltage controlled DC-motors.
The in uence of the power electronics (e.g. a Pulse Width Modulator, PWM) can
be considered as a PT1-Element. The torque ripples due to switching current peaks
are neglected here.
The inputs of the dynamic model are: the voltage UDC as the controller output,
and the load torque MP;stat. Outputs are the angular velocity '_ and acceleration ',
as well as the stator current IDC :
[JDC + JP ] ' = KM IDC ? MP;stat ? (dDC + dP ) '_ ? (MDC;fric + MP;fric) sign('_ )
LDC I_DC = (UDC ? RDC IDC ? Kind '_ ) ,
with the pump's inertia JP and friction MP;fric , dP awarded to the motor. If unknown, the mutual induction coecient Kind can be assumed to be of the same size
as the torque coecient KM .
Movement and acceleration are only possible, if the e ective torque exceeds the
friction of motor and pump:

'_ = 0 = ';
 if jKM IDC ? MP;statj  MDC;P;fric + dZ  j'_ j :
The required electrical power PDC = IDC UDC = PWM and the electro-mechanical
power losses are also calculated as model outputs.
The proportional cylinder position controller with the PWM yields to a single
PT1-Element

TPWM U_ DC + UDC = KDC  (w ? x) ,
with valid voltages bound to ?UDC;max  UDC  UDC;max .

5.4 AC Induction Motor
In contrast to the DC-motor, induction machines behave much less 'ideal', recommending to use real MAC;stat(nAC ) or nAC (MAC;stat), IAC (MAC;stat ) and other
f (MAC;stat )-curves6.
During normal operation of the EHA-SP, it's motor will permanently run with
fairly slow variance in speed, thus justifying the use of the stationary torque curve
(Fig. 5), which also includes friction losses. Motor and pump inertia are then taken
into account by the assumption that
!

MAC;stat('_ ) = MP;stat + dP '_ + MP;fric + (JAC + JP ) ' < Mkipp .
As the uncontrolled induction motor cannot (and will not, if rated with reliable
load assumptions) be operated at low speed or standstill, a static friction model is
omitted.
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Figure 8: Simulated bode plots of EHAs vs. measured EHS data

5.5 Comparison of EHAs by Simulation

Fig. 8 shows resulting, simulated frequency responses at an amplitude x^ = 0:02 xmax
of both types of EHA, as well as measured responses of an existing EHS [9]. An upper
gain limit is also shown, with a slope of ?12dB per decade starting at 4 Hz. The
actuators are rated to the same load-speed requirements (Fstall = 102 kN, PZyl;max =
3:9 kW at x_ 1 = x_ max = 80 mm/s), resulting from an active/bypass arrangement with
the parallel cylinder in damping mode: Fdamp = kby x_ 2. For comparison, both EHAs
have a P-controller only, as with the original EHS.
The controller gain has to be determined supposing the bypass cylinder has lost
it's damping function, Fig. 8 a). Both EHAs show worse gain reactions than the
EHS, while their phase lag is comparable or better. The EHA-SM gain is slightly
better than with the EHA-SP.
In Fig. 8 b) the P-controller gain was determined assuming the damping cylinder
is engaged. At frequencies f < 4 Hz both EHA gain responses are comparable to
that of the EHS, and exceeding it at higher frequencies. The phase lag is always
lower then with the EHS. Both EHA react very similar.
To guarantee stability even in case a parallel damping cylinder fails, more enhanced controller structures than a P-controller are required with EHAs. As shown
e.g. in [12] for an EHS, a state space controller can signi cantly improve the performance. Since the EHA-SM requires a power electronics box close to the actuator
anyway, with all the problems of shielding to reduce electromagnetic interference
(EMI), installing such a controller will be minor e ort, especially if considering the
trend towards 'smart actuators' 7.

6 Conclusion
Approaches to replace large centralized hydraulic systems by electric networks and
consumers are known as Power-by-Wire-technology, aiming to reduce the overall system weight and to simplify it's complexity. For primary ight control surfaces rotary
Unlike such inner design values as stator and rotor resistances and inductances, resp., these
are easily available from manufacturers.
7Actuators with local control and monitoring electronics.
6
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and linear electro-mechanical actuators (EMAs) as well as linear electro-hydrostatic
actuators (EHAs) are considered. The latter consist of an electric motor driven pump
directly connected to a hydro-cylinder. Two basic principles are considered here: the
EHA-SM, having a constant displacement pump driven by a speed controlled brushless DC motor, and the EHA-SP, with an electrically controlled servopump driven
by an AC induction motor.
A rating method for these EHA-types is proposed. In order to save weight and
to obey unfavorable dimension envelopes, the performance rating of components is
very close to the actual requirements. Thus, instead of using just nominal values
for a single operating point, the presented method accounts for characteristic motor
torque-speed curves as well as pump performance maps, partly leading to iterative
solutions due to interdependencies between the components.
Using multivariate statistics to analyse existing components, weight and typical
dimension envelope estimates were developed as functions of the performance and
design values calculated before. Finally, nonlinear dynamic simulation models are
presented. Altogether, this represents an 'EHA-toolbox' for the ight control actuation developer, helping particularly { but not exceptionally { during early project
stages.
Comparing the two main EHA principles by simulation showed that both can
be designed to meet stationary and dynamic requirements typically encountered on
today's civil transport aircraft, whith improved controller technology rather than a
P-controller.
It depends on the speci c duty cycles to decide which EHA-system is the better
choice. The EHA-SP was often favored for it's high frequency response due to the
low inertias of the displacement control, but it's main problem is the heat emission
of the permanently running motor and pump even while the actuator is not moving.
Due to steady improvements concerning new high coercive magnetic materials and
high power control electronics, EHA-SM can also be designed to meet the typical
dynamics requirements for ight control actuators. During normal operating conditions, it's motor-pump is mostly running at very low speed to compensate leakage
while holding the air load. This reduces power loss signi cantly, but makes it dicult
to provide a durable lubrication lm between the working parts.
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